Introduction
• In Q'anjob'al, a Mayan language of Guatemala, the suffix -(o)n is found in two disparate-seeming environments: in transitive clauses from which third person subjects have been extracted (for questions, focus, relativization) as in (1) 'S/he can see you.'
• The use of -on (or a cognate form) in Agent Focus environments like (1) (discussed below) is widespread throughout the family
• The extension of this morpheme to embedded transitives like (2) is unique to the Q'anjob'alan branch (see e.g. Pascual 2007; Quesada 1997) • Kaufman 1990 dubbed this construction the "Crazy Antipassive", noting: "Clearly this is a mixed structure, not worth interpreting according to logic." (Kaufman 1990 , 92) ¾ Our first clue that these constructions should receive a unified analysis comes from the fact that both unexpectedly appear with the intransitive status suffix (-i '-ITV')-despite the appearance of two full arguments * For help with Chol we are especially grateful to Virginia Martínez Vázquez, Doriselma Gutiérrez Gutíerrez, and Matilde Vázquez Vázquez. Thanks also to the audiences at FAMLi, WSCLA, and Leipzig, the Harvard Agent Extraction reading group, and especially to Judith Aissen, Edith Aldridge, Robert Henderson, David Pesetsky, Masha Polinsky, Clifton Pye, Norvin Richards, and Kirill Shklovsky for useful feedback and discussion. Work by Coon and Mateo Pedro was completed thanks to postdoctoral funding from the Polinsky Lab at Harvard University.
1 Unless otherwise noted, all Q'anjob'al data are from Pedro Mateo Pedro and all Chol data are from Jessica Coon's fieldnotes. Abbreviations in glosses are as follows: ABS -absolutive; AF -agent focus; AP -antipassive; ASP -aspect marker; CAUS -causative; CL -noun class marker; DET -determiner; DTV -derived transitive suffix; EXT -existential; ITV -intransitive verb; NML -nominal; PL -plural; PREP -preposition; PROG -progressive; RN -relational noun; TV -transitive verb.
• In this talk we argue-building on the intuition in Pascual 2007 and extending the analysis in Ordóñez 1995-for a unified treatment of the morpheme -on
• Specifically, we argue that the morpheme -on is responsible for assigning Case to internal arguments in environments where (absolutive) Case is otherwise unavailable
• We show how the appearance of intransitive verbal morphology-often discussed for the Agent Focus constructions-is connected to the change in Case-assignment properties of these clauses
• We begin with an analysis of the Crazy Antipassive, and use this construction to account for the role of AF in agent extraction contexts
• Though the analysis focusses on Q'anjob'al, we suggest that it has important consequences for other languages as well: µ We reduce the appearance of syntactic ergativity-the ban on extracting ergative subjects-to properties of how arguments are licensed in the clause µ We produce a typology of Mayan languages which predicts which languages will and which will not show these extraction asymmetries
Roadmap:
• §2 -Ergativity in Mayan
• §3 -The Crazy Antipassive (is not so crazy)
• §4 -The other use of -on: Agent Focus 
A Mayan Absolutive Parameter
• The Mayan language family consists of about thirty languages, usually grouped into five or six subgroups (Campbell and Kaufman 1985) , spoken altogether by over six million people in Mexico, Guatemala, and Belize
• Though most languages share the properties discussed for Q'anjob'al above, we find an interesting point of variation in the location of the absolutive morphemes:
• "HIGH-ABS": the absolutive morpheme immediately follows the aspect marker
• "LOW-ABS": the absolutive morpheme appears at the end of the verb stem 'I made you sleep.'
• We assume the following structure for both Q'anjob'al and Chol clauses: 
Person marking
• Working assumptions:
• "Case Filter" -All DPs require abstract Case in order to be licensed in the clause (see e.g. Chomsky, 1980; Rouveret and Vergnaud, 1980; Vergnaud, 1976 Vergnaud, /2006 • Case is assigned through a "Probe-Goal" relation between a functional head with uninterpretable φ features (e.g. Infl 0 or v 0 ) and a DP (Chomsky 2000) • We assume that ergative Case is licensed low in the derivation by transitive v 0
• The person features of the ergative subject are spelled out as a prefix on the verb stem • We adopt recent proposals which suggest that languages vary as to how absolutive arguments are licensed (Aldridge 2004 (Aldridge , 2008 Legate 2002 Legate , 2008 
The position of ABS
• Recall that v 0 is instantiated by the status suffixes: -ITV (intransitive verb); -TV (transitive verb); and -DTV (derived transitive verb)
• Crucially, we follow analyses under which transitive v 0 heads are phasal; intransitive v 0 is not (Chomsky 1995) • The phase-hood of v 0 is directly correlated with the assignment of ergative Case:
• v 0 heads which assign ergative are phasal
• v 0 heads which do not assign ergative are not phasal (15) assigns ergative? phasal? Q'anjob'al Chol 
The Crazy Antipassive (is not so crazy)
• Recall that in Q'anjob'al, we predict a problem with absolutive in non-finite embedded environments:
• Infl 0 , instantiated by aspect, assigns absolutive in Q'anjob'al (absolutive = nominative)
• We predict that transitive objects and intransitive subjects (=absolutive arguments) should require special licensing mechanisms in non-finite clauses, since there is no finite Infl 0
Embedded intransitives
• While subjects of finite intransitive clauses are marked absolutive (21a), non-finite intransitive subjects appear with ergative/genitive marking (21b): (21) • We assume that genitive is licensed in the possessive phrase (perhaps analogous to ergative within the vP)
• The subject of the nominalized vP is either absent, or does not require Case
• Whatever the correct analysis, we do not find absolutive marking on non-finite intransitives
Embedded transitives
• We saw above that absolutive is impossible in embedded transitives which follow the regular morphological pattern of the language, repeated in (22): (22) • -on assigns Case to the internal argument, which then raises to Spec,vP
• The vP undergoes nominalization in order to be embedded
• The subject is realized as a higher possessor; ergative Case is not assigned
• Recall that Crazy Antipassive forms like those in (27a) are also unlike regular finite transitives (27b) in that they appear with the intransitive status suffix, -i • Absolutive arguments (transitive objects and intransitive subjects) extract freely
• Ergative arguments (transitive subjects) do not
• In Q'anjob'al, there is no problem extracting an intransitive subject. . . 'Who hit the dog?'
• Here the agent becomes an intransitive subject through demotion of the object -The object appears as an oblique, here under a relational noun; it cannot control personmarking on the predicate -The verb takes the intransitive status suffix (when phrase final) -The subject is expressed via absolutive morphology -There is no ergative marking (because there is no transitive subject)
• Since these are intransitive subjects, we correctly predict that they can extract (33b). . .
• Note: Antipassives appear in the language regardless of whether the agent has extracted, and often have the discursive effect of drawing attention to the agent; the object is frequently indefinite/nonreferential
• AF, in contrast, is only possible when the A argument appears dislocated 'Who saw you?'
• Further evidence that both subject and object are core arguments comes from AF in languages of the K'ichean branch, shown in (35) • Here either the subject or the object can control the absolutive morpheme, depending on a person hierarchy: 1/2 ≫ 3pl ≫ 3sg 'The man was the one who hit me.' (Dayley 1985, 349) • To summarize: Both AF and antipassive constructions allow the agent to extract
• In an antipassive, this is unsurprising (and also a widely attested mechanism to circumvent extraction asymmetries cross-linguistically, see e.g. Polinsky 1994 on Chukchi)
-the object is demoted and the agent becomes an intransitive subject -extracting intransitive subjects is predictably fine
• What allows the agent to extract in an Agent Focus construction?
The Mayan Absolutive Parameter and AF
• Not all Mayan languages have AF constructions: in Chol (Cholan) transitive subjects and objects and intransitive subjects can all extract without any special morphological marking: 'Who saw you?'
• What determines whether a language will show extraction asymmetries? ¾ Tada 1993 notes the following trend within the Mayan family:
• HIGH-ABS Mayan languages like Q'anjob'al generally have AF constructions (show extraction asymmetries)
• LOW-ABS languages like Chol generally lack them (all core arguments freely extract) (Aissen 1999) . At this point, we do not have an account for how this fits in to our analysis. (languages absent from Tada's original typology are italicized)
• Proposal: The problem with extracting ergative arguments lies not in properties of the ergative arguments themselves, but rather in how the absolutive arguments are licensed
The problem
• We propose that extraction asymmetries in Q'anjob'al result from the following problem:
• Recall that absolutive arguments in HIGH-ABS languages receive Case from a high head, Infl 0 (absolutive = nominative)
• In order to do this (i.e. to have their Case features checked by Infl 0 ), they must raise to the edge of the vP phase-Infl 0 can't probe into the vP phase • There is no problem in a nominative-accusative language, since v 0 assigns Case (i.e. accusative) to the object internal to the phase; the object doesn't need to raise
• Likewise, there won't be any problems in ergative languages in which v 0 assigns Case to transitive objects (no extraction asymmetries in LOW-ABS languages like Chol)
The solution
• To be explained: What allows the transitive subject to extract in AF?
Why do we find the intransitive status suffix -i despite two full DP arguments?
Why is there no ergative marking?
¾ The AF morpheme alters the Case-assignment properties of the clause:
• Just as for the Crazy Antipassive above, we propose that the AF morpheme -on. . . • Since the object has already been licensed, Infl 0 is free to assign Case to the subject
• Just as in the Crazy Antipassives above, no ergative Case is assigned, so intransitive vP is merged µ this explains the -ITV suffix, as well as the absence of ergative morphology
• Just as in other constructions, the internal argument is attract to Spec,vP by v 0 's EPP features ¾ However, the subject is still free to extract because intransitive vP is not phasal
Ordóñez 1995 analyzes the AF morpheme as an incorporated preposition, merged between the root and the object, which he likens to "of -insertion" in English. He takes it as a given that ergative subjects are unable to extract, and argues that by rendering the complement of the verb a PP, the result is an intransitive verb from which the subject can extract. Here we aim to independently derive these extraction asymmetries.
• Recap: We are familiar with languages in which Infl 0 licenses subjects • Conceivably, Infl 0 can also license objects, in a language where the transitive subject has its own means for getting Case (= ergative) ¾ However, in order for this to happen the object must move to a more local relation with Infl 0
• Key points:
• Subjects can't extract out of regular transitive clauses because the object has raised to Spec,vP in order to get Case and transitive (ergative-assigning) vP is phasal
• The AF morpheme assigns Case to the object within the vP -Now Infl 0 can license the subject, so no ergative Case is required -Intransitive v 0 merges, and extraction of the subject is possible
Crazy Antipassive and AF compared
• Returning to the two examples we started with:
'S/he can see you.'
• In the Crazy Antipassive, there is no finite Infl 0 in the embedded clause-aspect marking is impossible here • In Agent Focus there is a finite Infl 0 -but in order for it to license the object, the object must raise above the subject, blocking the subject from extracting out of the vP phase • This is a point of variation among Mayan language with AF (see e.g. Stiebels 2006)-we don't want to derive this from deep properties of AF
• Rather, we assume that in Q'anjob'al, first and second person agents are allowed to be basegenerated in a high position (perhaps due to higher discourse prominence), while third person agents are not µ No AF is required in (45) 
Caseless objects and AF
• One piece of support for the analysis that AF is directly linked to object Case assignment comes from reflexive and "extended reflexive" objects (the former also noted in Ordóñez 1995)
• As in other Mayan languages (e.g. Tzotzil (Aissen 1999) and K'ichee' (Aissen to appear)), AF is not possible in Q'anjob'al in clauses in which the object is a reflexive (Pascual 2007) . Compare: ¾ Independent evidence from word order and the availability of determiners suggests that the bold-faced objects in the Q'anjob'al examples in (46a) and (47a) are not full DPs
• Word order in the language is normally VSO, but must be VOS with reflexives
• Noun classifiers are impossible on reflexive and extended reflexive objects-but possible on objects like the one in (47b)
• We assume that these objects are licensed by being incorporated or pseudo-incorporated into the verb stem (see e.g. Massam 2001) • In Mithun's (1984) classification of incorporation, this is an instance of composition by juxtaposition, in which "the V and the N are simply juxtaposed to form an especially tight bond. . . The V and N remain separate words phonologically; but as in all compounding, the N loses its syntactic status as an argument of the sentence" (Mithun 1984, 849) • Regardless of the specific analysis adopted, we conclude that the bare object is Caseless
• Since they are incorporated these objects do not require Case, and we correctly predict the absence of AF in these constructions-since AF is precisely about assigning Case to objects 6
• In a similar vein, Aissen to appear notes that AF in K'ichee' is systematically absent when the object is a bare (determinerless) NP ( • We assume that these reflexive, extended reflexive, and bare objects are all bare NPs which do not require Case and are unable to satisfy the EPP feature of v 0
• Instead, the objects remains in situ. Transitive vP is merged and assigns ergative Case to the subject; here the subject can raise through the phase edge because the object is not there 'The man was the one who hit me.' (Dayley 1985, 349) • The present proposal offers a possible account of the emergence of hierarchy-based effects in precisely the AF environment, as follows:
• In a regular transitive, the EPP features of transitive v 0 must target the object to raise it to the edge of the phase, to a position from which it may receive Case from Infl 0 
Extraction out of vP
• Our proposal is that subjects can't extract out of a transitive vP in Q'anjob'al because the object is in the way ¾ We predict not only that subjects should be unable to extract out of vP, but that nothing besides the object should escape from a transitive vP
• Possibilities:
1. Double object constructions: Q'anjob'al doesn't have them. While e.g. Chol has an applicative, Q'anjob'al benefactees are introduced with relational nouns, analyzed as adjuncts (Mateo-Toledo 2008)
• Do HIGH-ABS Mayan languages systematically lack applicatives? This at least appears to be the case in Q'anjob'alan and K'ichean branch languages 2. Low adverbs: As described in Mateo Pedro to appear; Mateo-Toledo 2003, the appearance of certain pre-verbal adverbs-typically manner adverbs-triggers the same verb forms we saw in the non-finite embedded clauses in §3:
• This is optional with intransitives-in (53a) the adverb has raised from inside the intransitive vP, in (53b) the adverb serves as the predicate, embedding the non-finite verb form 'I walked quickly.' (∼ My walking is/was quick.)
• In the transitives the adverb cannot appear pre-verbally if the verb appears in its regular, finite, inflected form
• Instead, the special non-finite construction involving the AF marker ("Crazy Antipassive") is forced 'I painted the house quickly.' (∼ 'My painting the house is/was quick.') ¾ This kind of contrast is exactly what we predict, assuming that amank'wan, and other manner adverbs, start inside the vP (Cinque 1999) • It can raise out of the intransitive (non-phasal) vP
• Not out of the transitive (phasal) vP • in (55i) again is right-adjoined high in the structure, above the subject
• in (55ii) again is right-adjoined above VP, below the subject ¾ In (56) the adverb appears clause-initially and only the high interpretation of again is possible-this sentence means that the same person painted the house twice • Assuming this adverb has arrived at its clause-initial position by movement, we expect that it should only be able to move from the high position
• The low reading could only arise if the adverb moved from inside of the vP-impossible under this analysis
Conclusion
• Here we argued for an account in which the appearance of extraction asymmetries reduces to independently observable differences in how absolutive arguments are licensed in the clause (Aldridge 2004 (Aldridge , 2008 Legate 2002 Legate , 2008 • Specifically, we presented an analysis of the morpheme -on in Q'anjob'al Mayan
• Through a comparison between Q'anjob'al and Chol, a Mayan language with no extraction asymmetries, we argued that the relevant difference is as follows:
• In languages in which absolutive is assigned internal to the vP phase, either argument may extract through Spec,vP
• In contrast, if absolutive is assigned by a head external to the vP (Infl 0 ), the object must raise to Spec,vP, leaving the subject trapped ¾ This state of affairs will not arise in a nominative-accusative language in which, by definition, the object receives Case within the vP ¾ It will also not arise in morphologically ergative languages in which a low head assigns absolutive Case
To do
A closer look at AF in other Mayan languages is necessary in order to confirm that the correlation between HIGH-ABS and AF is not just a historical accident Look at morphologically ergative languages outside of the Mayan family to determine whether a correlation can be found between the locus of absolutive Case assignment, and the presence or absence of extraction asymmetries
